EC DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

A sample of the following product has been assessed and is stated by CTS to be in conformity with the applicable European International standard referred below.

BALL VALVE

Brand Name: REMOX


This declaration is the responsibility of the Application / importer
WANG COOLING TECHNOLOGIES CO., LIMITED
UNIT 2508A 25/F BANK OF AMERICA TOWER 12 HARCOURT RD CENTRAL
HONG KONG

It may therefore be presumed that the specified materiales of the product is in conformity with the technics provisions of the following European Directive including the latest amendments, and with national legislation implementing this Directive:
- Directive 2002/95/EC on the restriction of the use of hazardous Substances in electrical and electronic equipment (RoHS) and the Commission Decision 2005/618/EC amending the directive and establishing the maximum concentration values.

The assessment has been performed on one submitted sample. The assessment does not conclude the series production to be in compliance with above directive.

RoHS

THIS DOC IS ONLY VALID IN CONNECTION WITH TEST REPORT NUMBER: CGZ3161202-04156-C-R2

MANUFACTURER / IMPORTER

Test Laboratory

This is the result of test, that was carried out from the submitted type-samples of a product in conformity with the specification of the respective standards.
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